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Have you looked around the room at the meeting lately?

Facebook

Notice anything different? No? Look again, it really is very

obvious. See it? Okay, here is a clue. The room is PRETTY FULL with lots of people.
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At the end of 2013, there were about 37 members in our club, and it had remained at that number for many years. As of
today, there are over 70 members in our club and we understand we are now the third largest photography club in the
Chicago Area Camera Clubs Association (CACCA).
Spiderman’s uncle said it best. “With power, comes great responsibility.” Now that we have grown to our current size,
the responsibility for your Board of Directors (BOD) becomes greater. There are many more skill levels to which you
can adapt and organize. There are numerous facets to consider when planning a meeting and creating an agenda that
facilitates something for everyone in the club.
Our focus on education has been sort of a “Grand Slam” for our club. Many in the community are responding to its
benefits and are electing to join in the fun of learning how to take better photographs and use their cameras more effectively. This is a wonderful response, and it is not taken lightly. Quality programs are generated for your learning pleasure, and interesting & lively speakers are invited to come and talk to our club. Great care is given in requesting judges
with excellent photography backgrounds and expertise.
As the club continues to grow, we know there are many of you that may want to be part of all this planning and organizing. We also realize there are multitudes of you that have superior skills and may want to share those skills in a presentation of your own as other members have done in the past. Please understand, this door is always open to you. All you
have to do is inform the BOD that you have an idea, and think it would be beneficial to the members.
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In the past we have had numerous folks approach us with excellent ideas we then implemented into our programs. We
have had folks approach us and ask if there was anything they could do to help. Trust us when we tell you how much
those offers are appreciated, especially when you consider how the club has grown and the needs have become greater.
We welcome your interest in wanting to be part of this incredible and entertaining process.

Calendars of Coming Events

8

Here are some examples where we could use some more qualified assistance:

CLCC Officers

This is your club; without you, there is no club. Without your interest, there is no value to our club. Your BOD is constantly searching for fun and interesting ideas. We search and reach out for people who want to be part of this wonderful
group that plans and organizes and creates the FUN aspect of the club.

 Rich Bickham would love to have an assistant to help him with the newsletter. If you ever had a desire to learn how

to do this, he is willing to teach you what is involved in producing this outstanding publication he puts together each
month, and how to do it.

(September, 2014 - December, 2015)

 Co-Presidents :
Al Popp
Chuck Rasmussen

 Vice President :



Peter Pelke II
Secretary :
David Jilek
Treasurer :
Grace Moline

 We are looking for someone who has some Audio/Visual experience, who can assist with the projector, and per-

haps, has knowledge of how to incorporate microphones and amplifiers to make our meetings a better experience
for everyone in the room to hear more clearly.

 We will be conducting “Photo Outings” this summer, and we need folks to help organize mentors and choose loca-

CLCC Support Staff
 Newsletter Editor: Rich Bickham
 Webmaster: Sandy Wittman
 CACCA Co-Delegates: Lyle Anderson
Royal Pitchford
 Competition Coordinator: Jeff Chemelewski
 Facebook: Mario Salazar
 Bookkeeper: Maureen Harris
 Hospitality Table Host: Mariela Ryan
 Newspaper Publicity: Roger Willingham
 Meeting Refreshments: Larry Swanson
 Outing Coordinator: Rinus Lammers

tions (Thanks to Rinus Lammers who has now agreed to take this on. - Ed ).
See President, page 2

JUNE SEASONAL IMAGE

No entries were received this month so here’s
one from the editor.
Your photo can appear here next month - see the
“Opportunities” section on page 7 for the entry
procedure. ◊

CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Give
it a
shot !

Harbor on Lake Geneva - Fontana, WI

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101

Rich Bickham
June, 2015 - Page 1

President, from page 1

ASK A PRO
Jim Pierce
Send your questions to:
downtownprophoto@sbcglobal.net
Please do not submit model-specific
questions about cameras.
Submitted by: Rich Bickham

Q-

When I print photographs on my printer I have a very difficult time matching
the colors I see on the screen to what I get out of the printer. This is due to my
using a Sony Laptop with an LCD display, for which the color hue, brightness and
contrast vary with the tilt angle of the screen. I end up having to print a small (4x6)
image (to minimize wasted ink) and then adjust my laptop screen to the angle that
best matches the image. Then I have to re-edit the image using that angle and
keeping my head at the same level until I get what I want on-screen, then make the
larger print. It’s a real pain. Is there a better way to do this? Can you tell me what
kind of monitor gives the most consistent image vs. viewing angle?

 Our resident PPA Master Professional Photographer Jim Pierce, who runs

Downtown Photo is begging for your questions regarding anything about
photography so he can supply answers for the newsletter. This is a great
opportunity for all of you to get a respected professional to answer any photo questions you may have. All it takes is an email and a desire to learn more
from an experienced and accomplished professional - see his “Ask a Pro”
column on the left. He has even opened his door and invited you to stop in if
you have the time. Obviously, a phone call prior to coming over would be
beneficial as this is where he runs his business. But he is offering this opportunity to all of us - it is a tremendous benefit to anyone who needs a bit of
help understanding something.

Our phones and emails are always open to the members and their wonderful
ideas. We welcome any member who may want to step up as a volunteer and be
part of this incredible group and join in the fun. We realize we don’t have all the
answers, but collectively all of you folks probably do.
So don’t be bashful or shy. If you have an interesting idea or suggestion, give us a
call. If you have a desire, call and tell us how you want to be involved. This is your
club, and the more members that get involved the better it will become. All you
have to do is just “ASK”, and then join in with this FUN group.

A-

The simple answer is none of them do. The monitors with the widest angle
of accurate viewing are the old CRT monitors. Modern LCD monitors are very
directional in their viewing angles, laptop monitors more so than desktops due to
their thinner profile and decreased power consumption. That’s just the tradeoff
engineers had to make for weight and power. So those old clunky laptops that the
marketing people want us to hate will actually give you a wider angle of view than
the new slim line series they go on about. It has to do with the angle of the illumination bulb interaction with the color crystals in the screen.
The way a LCD screen works is through polarization of light passing through the
screen. A bulb provides a full spectrum of light and individual pixels in the screen
are either on (blocking light) or off (letting the light through). By controlling the
ratios of on to off in RGB you can mix the light to create all the different colors. If
you’ve ever used a polarizing filter on your camera you know that they need light
at certain angles in order to work their best. The same holds true for your monitor. As an interesting experiment, make a RGB color bar to look at on your monitor and then look at it through a polarizing filter. If you rotate the filter you will
see it go from completely unaffected to pitch black with a 90 degree twist - you
can effectively block all the polarized light from the monitor. The bulb in a laptop
is lower than it is in desktop monitors, so the light already has a disadvantage in
viewable angle. Polarizing it just makes it worse.
The next problem is that monitors throw light at you while prints reflect them.
It’s the difference between generation vs. absorption of light that causes a lot of
problems in getting your to match the monitor. The same is true for slide film vs.
prints. We all know that slides have brighter and stronger colors, but the films
record it the same way. The difference is in how we view them. By transmitting
light through the slide we get a much more pure visual of the colors (additive
viewing) than we do from looking at a reflective print (subtractive viewing).
The third issue is color space. While I know all the hoopla about the new color
spaces of Adobe and Pro RGB. The simple fact is that printers can not reproduce
them due to prints being a subtractive viewing media instead of the additive viewing of a monitor, which will have a wider color gamut than a print ever could. It’s
a simple physical limitation of the paper. For anything that will end up being printed I recommend being worked on and saved in sRGB for the reason that you will
get a much closer match right off the bat. Working in a monitor viewing based
color space will look great on your monitor, but it will be translated to a more
restrictive space by the printer for output. And if you have seen any of the websites where they translate from one language to another and back, you know that
translations don’t always work out very well. There are RIPs and profiles that do a
decent job, but it’s still better to work in what you will need for the end product.
The last issue is proper calibration of the monitor and printer. I prefer to keep
everything calibrated to absolute color values. Every color has a specific numeric
value along the RGB scale of 0 to 255. I want the true color value to be shown to
me on the monitor as well as the printer. I keep both calibrated to actual numbers. Again, having software adjust output from one to another is a translation,
and I do my best to avoid those. A good monitor calibration device such as a
Spyder or hueyPRO will get your monitor looking good, though you will still need to
view it at the optimal angle. Higher end printers will allow you to measure preprogrammed patterns and enter in the values to adjust the values for output. You
will need a densitometer to do this though. Otherwise the profiles provided with
the printer or from the paper manufacturer will usually get you 95% there. It is a
rather tedious process and requires some specialized equipment, as well as constant adjustments to maintain, but worth it in the end. ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Chuck & Al ◊

MAY PHOTOBUG BREAKFAST

The club had a good turnout for the May Photobug Breakfast at the Crystal Lake
Colonial Café on Saturday, May 9. Fifteen members were in attendance for a
hearty breakfast and photography talk. There was a group discussion and many
one-on-one discussions as well. Topics included sharing of photographs, vacation
plans, camera operation, and future club outing suggestions, among others.

May PhotoBug Breakfast - clockwise from lower left: Paul McPherson, Ernie
Hagenow, Lyle Anderson, Roger Willingham, Jim Petersen, Royal Pitchford, Rich
Bickham, Al Popp, Rinus Lammers, Bob Popelka, Tracy Mathesius, Karl Gabbey
and Herb Rangl (Tom Hughes & Chuck Rasmussen not shown).
The above photograph was taken by Chuck Rasmussen. ◊

JUNE MEETING SHOW & TELL CHALLENGE

The subject of the June Show & Tell challenge will be
“ Sunshine on My Shoulder Makes Me Happy“.
As usual, feel free to bring any images (jpg) that you would like to share. ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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TIP OF THE MONTH

ICONIC PICTURE OF A JUNE DAY IN HISTORY
Rich Bickham

THE SUCCESS OF FAILURE

June, 1944 was a major turning point in World War II, as the Allies launched an all
-out invasion of mainland Europe in an effort to defeat Nazi Germany and bring an
end to the war in Europe. In what was termed “Operation Overlord”, armed
forces from the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and nine other countries participated in the invasion. It included 6,939 naval vessels, 11,590 airplanes
and a combined army of over 156,000 men who stormed the beaches of Normandy
on the western coast of France on the morning of D-Day, June 6. Additionally,
23,400 airborne troops landed inland by parachute. Total Allied deaths on that day
alone were over 4,400. While the number of German deaths was never accurately
known, it is estimated that their total casualties (deaths plus those missing in action
or injured) numbered between 6,000 and 9,000. If the invasion had been unsuccessful it is likely that the United Kingdom would have subsequently fallen to the
Nazis, and the course and outcome of the war in Europe (and the world as we now
know it) would be very different.
The landing objectives consisted of five areas along the French coast designated as
Gold, Juno, Omaha, Sword and Utah Beaches. The fiercest fighting occurred at
Omaha Beach where the beachfront consisted of a large open area with a distance
of about 600 feet from the shoreline to embankments of Nazi machine gun bunkers. The men coming ashore in LST landing crafts had to contend with rough seas
and underwater barricades (which included steel bars, barbed wire and other hazards) – most landed 150 to 300 feet off-shore and had to get through water sometimes neck-high just to get to the main beach shoreline. They were easy targets for
the Nazis machine guns.
Along with the military were a few brave photojournalists who risked their lives as
they accompanied the soldiers ashore. The most famous of these was freelance
photographer Robert Capa (born in Hungary in 1913 and of Jewish descent), who
started his photography career in Germany, but moved to France in 1933 to escape
the rise of Nazism. On assignment for Life magazine, and equipped with two Contax II cameras with 50 mm lenses, Capa landed with the second wave of soldiers on
Omaha Beach that morning and shot over three rolls of film (106 pictures in all) as
the invasion progressed over its first two hours. Unfortunately, the processing of
his film in London (arranged by Life magazine) by a fifteen year old lab assistant was
flawed – three rolls were completely ruined and only eleven of his images on the
fourth roll were deemed of sufficient quality to be published in the June 19, 1944
issue of Life.† Some images were blurred or out of focus, understandable consider-

Submitted by David Jilek

This month our tip isn't going to be on equipment or software.

It’s going to be
on failure. Yes, it’s the old "F" bomb - the queen mother of dirty words. Failure is
the polar opposite of success in today’s society. We see it, we hear about it and
we experience it in our lives at one time or another. As creative individuals/
photographers we wrap ourselves up in our images, our creations and our manipulation of scenes. Simply put, we become our work. There is no other experience
as rewarding as creating something from your soul. That is until we feel we've
grown strong enough to place our images and egos up to the challenge of being
seen. We stand on tip toes reaching up to carefully place our creations and ourselves on a shelf for display. Just like a child trying to put a family treasure back on
the shelf. When safe in our hands that treasure makes us whole, it fills us with
love and pride. Teetering on the shelf, exposed to all dangers, we hold our breath
until we're sure the treasure is safe again, out of reach of careless hands. Here the
words and language of others lifts us up or slams us to the ground crushing us.
We go from being safe to being totally exposed.
We can't always be safe. If we are to grow we have to challenge ourselves and
our limitations. Sometimes we might be lucky enough meet with success. Most
of the time however, we are met with some sort of failure. Now the trick here is
to get back up, dust yourself off and try again and again and again – growing, reaching and pushing all the time for the smallest solutions to what seem like impossible
problems.
If we look at each one of these setbacks as a failure then we learn nothing. If we
use each failure as a learning experience and a stepping stone, then we are on the
right track. Each failure, large or small also contains a great success. We just have
to break it down into simple elements and learn from those elements. Failure is
not a negative experience, it is a learning and growing experience - nothing more.
Pain is temporary and failure is as fleeting as success. So dwelling on either one is
pointless. As the old saying goes, you’re only as good as your last shot.
So don’t be afraid to fall flat on your face. Sometimes a new point of view is just
what we need.
See Tip, page 6

LINK OF THE MONTH

Submitted by Ernie Hagenow
This link is an interview with one of the lead folks from Nik who developed the
Snapseed software, and includes a demo. I think he does an amazing job of reviewing the features, and his demo will help people a lot!
http://youtu.be/IyhoXMshX7Q . ◊

BOOK REVIEW - See the World

Submitted by Sandy Wittman
Omaha Beach, June 6, 1944

Robert Capa

ing the circumstances under which they were shot. The above photograph is one
of his clearer images showing several soldiers using one of the underwater barricades (partially exposed because of low tide) to shield themselves as best they
could from Nazi machine gun fire. Three of the LST landing crafts can be clearly
seen in the background.
Capa covered a total of five major conflicts during his photojournalism career. He
always placed himself in harm’s way, and is quoted as saying “If your photographs
aren't good enough, you're not close enough." His luck ran out in 1954 when he
stepped on a land mine and died on a battlefield in Indochina, camera in-hand.
The battle of Normandy lasted about a week and a half, with many more casualties
incurred on both sides than were mentioned above. The war in Europe was eventually won about eleven months later with the death of Adolph Hitler and the formal surrender of Germany on May 8, 1945.

David duChemin’s book See the World, is written for those who would like to travel
and make better photos while doing it. The author gives a lot of practical information about traveling as a photographer, with chapters covering how to pack,
what gear to take depending on weight, and carry-on bags and rules. Mr. duChemin devotes much of the book on the importance of storytelling and finding elements that help you tell those stories, dealing with people, and working through
the creative process of seeing places for the first time. This book summarizes the
real work of making photographs that are more visually arresting and emotionally
compelling.
"Get comfortable with the fact that what you miss by not having
your 400mm lens is not as significant as what you might miss by
dragging it around, swapping it in and out with three other lenses
while asking yourself which lens you should use to capture the
scene." - David duChemin
See the World, $20, 210 page e-book from Craft & Vision:

†

There remains some controversy concerning the fate of the first three rolls of film. It has
been suggested that they were never shot by Capa, and were completely unexposed. ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

http://craftandvision.com/collections/david-duchemin/products/see-the-world . ◊

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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IT’S BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR SUBJECT *
The Digital Image Processor
Rich Bickham

may contain thousands to millions of transistors.

In this month’s column we will discuss the Digital Image Processor of the DSLR.

Its

function is to take the output of the Image Sensor (discussed in last month’s column) and perform a variety of operations on its output to modify image quality and
characteristics in a manner subject to the settings of the camera when the picture
was taken. It is a combination of hardware and software, much of which is proprietary to individual camera manufacturers.
The heart of the digital image processor is a complex integrated circuit (IC). Depending on camera manufacturer and introduction date, it can take several forms. It
can be a combination of several separate ICs which may include one or more microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors, data converters and
memory, or it may be a single ASIC (Applications Specific Integrated Circuit) within
which all of these functions are integrated together on a single semiconductor chip.
The ASIC architecture is becoming more common as it executes operations faster,
requires less circuit board area, and has lower power consumption than multichip
architectures. Together (or alone in the ASIC case) the digital image processor
performs a vast array of functions including†:
Bayer array filtering, demosaicing, image sensor corrections, dark-frame subtraction, image noise reduction, image sharpening, image scaling, gamma correction,
image enhancement, active D-lighting, color space conversion, chroma subsampling,
framerate conversion, lens distortion, chromatic aberration correction, image compression & encoding, video compression, display/video interface driving, digital image
editing, face detection, audio processing, compression & encoding, computer data
storage and data transmission.

Canon’s DiG!C architecture was introduced in 2002 as a multichip architecture,
but has since evolved into an ASIC architecture currently in its sixth generation.
The ASIC chip is fabricated using
Texas Instrument’s 28nm process.
Some of Canon’s DSLR implementations use a multiple DiG!C architecture which, among other
things, improves the frames-persecond (fps) capability at high pixel
count. For example, the Cannon
EOS 1D X was introduced in
2014 and uses two DiG!C 5+
digital image processors (shown
on the right) to achieves 12 fps at
18.1 megapixels.
Nikon’s EXPEED architecture (first introduced in 2007 in the D3 and D300 models), and is now in its fifth generation. Their ASIC chip is fabricated using Fujitsu’s
55nm semiconductor process.
Using the Texas Instrument 28nm semiconductor process as an example, this
technology is capable of producing a feature size of 28 nanometers (28 billionths
of a meter) or roughly one millionth of an inch - about 3,000 times smaller than
the width of a typical human hair.
The below figure shows a trend line for semiconductor processing technology,

The camera settings determine the details (computer algorithms and mathematical
parameters) of how the majority of these functions are performed. When stored in
JPG format on the DSLR’s memory card, the digital image processor is pretty busy
doing all of the functions mentioned above. For RAW format storage, these functions are bypassed, and users are left to edit the RAW images on their own using
post-processing software of their choosing (of course the user can also perform
limited post-processing on JPG images). It should be noted that when shooting
RAW, small JPG “thumbnail” files are still generated which are subject to a limited
number of the digital image processor functions.
Digital image processors are designed and fabricated by semiconductor manufacturers in proprietary partnerships with individual camera manufacturers. Most current
versions are implemented in an ASIC-based architecture, comprised of specifically
designed hardware (electronic circuitry) to perform a fixed set of mathematical
computations to achieve specific results. They may also include some functions not
directly related to imager processing. ASICs differ from software algorithm implementations which run on reprogrammable computer hardware under a set of instructions loaded into memory, which takes significantly more time to execute than
with an ASIC for the same result.
Two popular digital image
processers, both of which
are currently ASIC implementations are the DiG!C
architecture (Canon) and
the EXPEED architecture
(Nikon). A sample of each
packaged chip is shown on
the right.

DiG!C &
EXPEED

with feature size (vertical axis) vs. year (horizontal axis). The red oval shows the
region of the trend line where the DiG!C and EXPEED image processors fall.

A block diagram of Nikon EXPEED chip (outlined in red) is shown below, just to
give the reader a rough idea of the complexity of the ASIC - each individual block

Past columns have dealt with the technology of the Lens, the Aperture/Diaphragm
and the Shutter, all of which are also found on SLRs and film cameras. The last
two columns discuss the Image Sensor and the Digital Image Processor in greater
technical detail because they are really the key elements which differentiate the
SLR from the DSLR - they are what puts the D in the DSLR. They are what enables the majority of the remarkable things a modern day DSLR can do.
It is interesting (and considering our interest, somewhat ironic) to note that semiconductor fabrication technology would not have been possible were it not for
the availability of photolithography techniques for imaging, exposing and developing on-chip patterns that define the circuitry. In recent years the use of visible
light has been replaced by ultraviolet light and then x-rays due to the wavelength
of visible light being too large to resolve feature sizes less than a few hundred
nanometers wide (the wavelength of visible light).
†

Many of these functions were discussed in previous columns.

* This column (the sixth of a series) explores the technology contained within the various
subsystems of the modern DSLR camera. - Ed ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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MEMBER FOCUS
CLCC MAY COMPETITION WINNERS AT CACCA

Congratulations to these CLCC members who were winners at the CACCA competitions on May 9, 2015 :
Lyle Anderson:
“Magnolia Blossom” - DPI - CACCA Award
“Pink Fairy Duster” - Small Color - CACCA Honorable Mention
Jeff Chemelewski:
“Autumn Mist” - Large Color - CACCA Honorable Mention

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO PHOTOSHOOT OUTING

On Thursday, May14 club members Roger Willingham, Rinus Lammers and Rich
Bickham took an early morning train to downtown Chicago to look for some interesting subjects to photograph. From the train station they walked along the Chicago
River, to Michigan Avenue where they headed north for a few blocks, then continued east to the far tip of Navy Pier. After walking back through Navy Pier again,
they stopped for lunch at an Irish pub, after which they headed south on Columbus
Drive to Buckingham Fountain, stopping at Maggie Daley Park and Millennium Park
along the way. Then it was back to the train station for the trip back home. Unfortunately, the weather was not fully cooperative, being mostly overcast, but with
sporadic sun. Walking the whole day, they covered about eight miles and were
pretty tired by day’s end.

Sandra Wittman:
“New York Public Library Reading Room” - Small Color
- CACCA Honorable Mention
Sandra Wittman’s photograph was published in the May newsletter. Two of the
other photographs are shown below.* All available winning photographs will be
uploaded to the CLCC website.
Rich & Rinus

Rich & Roger

Magnolia Blossom

Roger Willingham

Rinus & Roger

Rinus Lammers

Lyle Anderson

Marina City Tower Roger Willingham

Reflections

Riinus Lammers
Climbing Wall

Autumn Mist

CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Rinus Lammers

Shown above and on the left are a few
images that Rich, Rinus and Roger captured while in Chicago (some have been
edited).
A panoramic photograph of the Chicago
skyline created by Roger Willlingham is
shown on page 8. ◊

Jeff Chemelewski

* Both images are uncropped, and sized such that each has the same printed area
while retaining its original aspect ratio. ◊

Rich Bickham

Chicago Graffiti

Rich Bickham

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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CLCC LOOKING FOR DISPLAY PRINTS

JERRY HUG PRESENTS SMARTPHONE CAMERA AND
EDITING SOFTWARE TO CLCC MEMBERS

Chuck Rasmussen

Jerry Hug made a presentation on the subject of iPhone Photography at the CLCC
May 5 meeting. His discussion was applicable to smartphones in general, not just
Apple iPhones. Included in the presentation was a demonstration of the capabilities
of Snapseed, a photo editing software package (available for both Apple and Android platforms), supported by Google. Jerry related how he recently “downsized”
from SLR photography to only an iPhone. It is much smaller than DSLR and mirrorless cameras, is capable of taking excellent photographs and is always with him
wherever he goes. Additionally, the Snapseed software is free and has many advanced features found in Adobe post processing software such as Elements and
Lightroom. While not up to DSLR standards in terms of advanced features and
flexibility, it is on a steep learning curve.

We invite all members to present any photograph they wish to have on public
display. It does not need to be a competition print or a winning print. Just follow
these simple guidelines:

 Mount each print on our standard 11”x14” or 16”x20” black mat boards with
no special framing.

 It is important to understand that in a public venue, the possibility for damage




exists. Therefore, it is highly recommended that submitters provide a duplicate
of their original photograph. This duplicate need not be competition ready, but
should be of a good quality that demonstrates our members’ abilities at all
levels of achievement.
We will place most prints in metal glass frames.
Prints will be on public display for approximately five months. Each month we
will rotate them through one of the following locations:







Nelson’s Jewelry in Crystal Lake
Nature Center in Crystal Lake
Illinois State Bank on Pyott Road in LITH
Ameriprise Financial in Downtown Crystal Lake
Sage YMCA in Crystal Lake

 After five months, we will return each print to their maker.

Jerry Hug Addressing CLCC Members

You need to include a description or “PRINT TITLE”, the “PHOTOGRAPHER’S
NAME”, and the “LOCATION” for each submission. We recommend printing this
information on a blank business card, or piece of paper of the approximate same
size using a Times New Roman, 14 font. For consistency, affix this tag to the black
part of the mat in the lower right hand corner. Here is an example:

CLCC May Meeting Attendees

Jerry is the Vice President of Public Relations of PSA (Photographic Society of
America) and an accomplished photographer. The above photos were taken by
Paul Litke during Jerry’s presentation. ◊
Tip, from page 3

“SUN RISE IN YUMA”
Jane Doe
Yuma, Arizona

◊

Now is a great time to start displaying your prints. Bring one or two to the next
club meeting, all mounted and ready to go. This is a wonderful opportunity for us
to show the community what CLCC is doing, so please consider participating. ◊

CHARTS & STATISTICS

Since our club has grown significantly since I began editing the newsletter, I thought it would be interesting to compile some data on how the growth of the club has
impacted the number of people who contribute material to the newsletter each month. The below charts cover the timespan from October, 2013 through June, 2015
(my time as editor). The left chart shows newsletter contributors* by category (officers, support staff and ‘others’). The right chart shows the total number of contributors, and a club members metric (total number of club members divided by 10 - this was done so both data sets could be shown easily on the same graph for comparison). A linear curve fit was done for both the newsletter contributor data and club member metric data. This is also shown on the right chart - the slopes are nearly
identical. This implies that of the members who joined during the shown time span, about 10% contribute newsletter material - the same percentage as that of the membership existing at the start of the timespan.

* Does not include competition winners who submitted their winning photograph(s) to me for inclusion in the newsletter. Multiple submissions by any single person in a single month are
only counted as one contribution. - Ed ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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FROM THE EDITOR

READER FEEDBACK

Rich Bickham

Reader feedback should be sent to richbickham@comcast.net .

Monthly club newsletters and meetings will continue in their usual schedule over
the summer months. Our officers and support staff wish all of our readers a happy
and safe summer. ◊

HELP WANTED

CLCC is in need of a volunteer to become assistant editor of the newsletter.
Beginning responsibilities may include some of the following :






pre-publication review of newsletter drafts for typos and other errors,
solicit inputs from members for future newsletters,
check and vet websites used in the newsletter,
contribute material for “Humor”, “Charts & Statistics” and “Other Coming
Events” sections.

The position may lead to editor responsibilities should the then-current editor be
unable to perform duties in any given month(s). Rich Bickham will provide training
and guidance. A list of recommended attributes is in the April, 2014 newsletter
(page 4) which can be found in the Newsletter section of the CLCC website.
Interested individuals should contact Rich at richbickham@comcast.net .
We are always looking for good photography tips for the “Tip of the Month” and
interesting links for the “Link of the Month” sections of the newsletter. If you have
something helpful to share with our club members (which includes both professionals and novices so both basic and advanced topics are welcome), send them to
richbickham@comcast.net before the newsletter input deadline. ◊

April Newsletter:

It’s a tough call between Lake County’s and Crystal Lake’s newsletter on which
one I like best. Both have information that goes beyond letting the members know
what is going on in the club. If you are a charts and graphs geek, check out the
April issue of Crystal Lake’s newsletter. There is an article explaining the workings
of a shutter, one showing statistics of cameras used to take photos uploaded to
Flickr. There is “A Humorous Look at Photography Through the Ages”, and of
course, one of my favorites, the seasonal image. The image for April is “Sandhill
Cranes” by Rinus Lammers. Careful, though, there is an April Fool’s kicker in there,
too! Thanks to the Crystal Lake Camera Club for agreeing to permit CACCA to
use some of their great articles. They deserve a bigger readership.
Janet Schleeter (CACCA News “ What’s Clickin’ ” columnist)
Reprinted with permission from the Chicago Area Camera Clubs Association. - Ed ◊

OPPORTUNITIES

Get your photography question answered or your problem addressed in our “Ask
a Pro” column. Submit queries to downtownprophoto@sbcglobal.net , and Jim
Pierce will provide an answer or solution to your inquiry in the next newsletter.
The front page picture (Seasonal Image of the Month) of the newsletter will be
chosen from entries received from club members. Your entry must be received by
the newsletter input deadline. Email a jpg image to richbickham@comcast.net with
the subject line “Front Page Image Entry - Month” where Month is the intended
newsletter issue month. The picture should have a seasonal theme consistent with
the intended month. ◊

JUNE IS THE PERFECT MONTH FOR GOOD HUMOR

Malcom & his friends refuse to pay the
exorbitant fees for school photographs.

CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

Submitted by Sandy Wittman

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS - June & July, 2015
DATE

TIME

June 2, 2015

6:15 - 7:00 p.m.

LOCATION
Home State Bank

DESCRIPTION

NOTES

“Drop in Early” mentoring

1

CLCC June meeting - CLCC Print of the Year Voting
Donuts and coffee from Country Donuts in Crystal Lake are provided by club member Larry Swanson.

1

611 S. Main St., CL
Community Room
June 2, 2015

7:00 p.m.

Home State Bank
611 S. Main St., CL
Community Room

June 2, 2015

Deadline for July newsletter inputs

June 13, 2015

8:30 a.m.

Colonial Café
5689 Northwest Hwy., CL

June 30, 2015

3, 4

Saturday morning PhotoBug breakfast meeting

2

Target date for July newsletter email distribution

July 7, 2015

7:00 p.m.

Home State Bank

CLCC July meeting - Tom Snitzer – Night & Celestial Photography

1

July 11, 2015

8:30 a.m.

Colonial Café

Saturday morning PhotoBug breakfast meeting

2

Notes:
1)
2)

CLCC meetings are held the first Tuesday of every month. Home State Bank is located in Crystal Lake. It’s the large building behind the drive-up just southeast of
the intersection of Route 14 and Main Street. The Community Room is on the lower level - take the elevator just inside the south entrance.
The PhotoBug Breakfast meeting provides an opportunity for open conversation related to photography in general, plus good food and fun. Who knows, you may
take home some great tips and ideas that help you capture better pictures. Don’t dress up – it’s all informal. It’s a great way to get to know the club members on a
more personal level too. This event is held at 8:30 a.m. on the second Saturday of each month.

3)

Email to richbickham@comcast.net .

4)

This is NOT a misprint - June 2 is correct. Due to prior commitments, the July newsletter inputs are needed very early. ◊

The image on the left is a panorama shot from Navy Pier by
Roger Willingham. The color
enhanced image is made from five
horizontal images and has had a
new sky added. Printed dimensions are 10” wide by 58” long.

OTHER COMING EVENTS OF POTENTIAL INTEREST TO PHOTOGRAPHERS
Contributed by Grace Moline :
Celebrating Migratory Birds - Photo Exhibits by Marty Hackl
Volo Bog State Natural Area - March 18 to May 31
Moraine Hills State Park - April 1 to June 5
In conjunction with the celebration of International Migratory Bird Days, both VBSNA (Volo Bog State Nature Area) and MHSP (Moraine Hills State Park) will each exhibit
about 75 images of birds that “we share” with countries and peoples to our north and south. Marty Hackl spends hours staking out the perfect shots of warblers, thrushes,
thrashers, herons, hawks and other birds that migrate, sometimes thousands of miles, up and down the western hemisphere.
Moraine Hills State Park Photo Contest Entries Sought
Celebrate your love of nature and show off your ability to capture its essence! Submissions are being accepted for Moraine Hills State Park's 18th annual Nature Photo
Contest. Entries will be accepted in seven categories - Color Plant, Color Invertebrate, Color Vertebrate, Color Landscape, Black & White, Beyond the Midwest, and
People (& Pets) in the Park. Submissions are being accepted at the Moraine Hills State Park office from 10:00 a.m. Friday, May 1 until 3:00 pm. Friday,
June 5. See the below website for entry form, rules and more details:
http://friendsofmorainehillsstatepark.org/documents/MHSP_Photo_Contest_2015.pdf .
Contributed by Keith French :
Out of Chicago Photography Conference
The greatest photography event in the Midwest is happening again this summer in Chicago. The second annual Out of Chicago Photography Conference is June 26-28 in
the heart of Chicago. Join 28 amazing photographers from Chicago and around the world, including Bryan Peterson, Mike Moats, Elia Locardi, Thomas Leuthard, Jim Harmer,
Valerie Jardin, Marie Laigneau, and Angie McMonigal. Experience photo walks in the city, classroom sessions, and in-depth workshops with the instructors.
Photography of multiple genres will be covered, including landscape, cityscape, street, architectural, portrait, and macro photography. Learn Photoshop and Lightroom,
shoot time-lapse, master Instagram, and learn how to get your photography noticed online.
Go to www.outofchicago.com/conference for course descriptions, presenter bios, and to sign up. ◊
CLCC Website: http://www.crystallakecameraclub.org

CLCC on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/crystallakecameraclub101
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